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Donkey Kong: Tyrant, Murderer, Banana Slamma 

 

 

 

 The following information details a new understanding of the truth of Donkey Kong and 

how every appearance he has made has its place on the road to his conquest of Kongo Bongo 

Island and how his brutal rule has led to a world of fear and cycles of violence unnoticeable to 

the untrained eye. 

 

I will begin by listing key events in chronological order and their significance:  

 

1. Donkey Kong (1981) 
 

- The DK in this game, who battles a younger Mario, would in his old age be known as Cranky 

Kong, the wise grandfather of the DK we know today. 

 

- Mario knew that the Kongs would be trouble, but failed to stop them from rising up then and 

there. 

 

2. Donkey Kong Country (TV Series) 
- Earliest known appearance of modern DK, takes place in his happier, younger days 

 

- Cranky Kong is the current leader and elder of Kongo Bongo Island 

 

- Kremlings and King K. Rool are present, but at this point in time merely cause mischief and 

attempt petty thievery and other crimes.  

 

- Certain Kongs appear during this time that never do again (Bluster Kong, Eddie the Mean Old 

Yeti, etc). They are presumed to be dead for insubordination or imprisoned until further notice 

when DK’s rule takes hold. 

 

- Kongs that do reappear (Funky, Candy, Diddy, etc) are believed to do so only because DK 

finds them useful. 

 

- First known use of the term “Banana Slamma”. For DK this means to attack without restraint. 

 

3. Donkey Kong Jungle Beat 
- Cranky Kong retires as elder, various Kongs lay claim to areas of Kongo Bongo Island as their 

own in the wake of his retirement 

 

- DK, believing himself to be the only one fit to rule the island after his legendary grandfather, 

abandons his peaceful life and his friends as he goes solo to quell the pretenders to the throne. 



 

- Donkey Kong overdoes it in his battle with the first rival, Dread Kong. Upon seeing the broken 

and lifeless body of his opponent, something in DK snaps. He revels in the death of his enemy, 

and proudly beats his chest in victory. This is the start of DK’s insatiable bloodlust. 

 

- DK would go on to violently beat anything that moved (from dropkicking helpless little pigs to 

gleefully ripping out the tongues of some rather rotund frogs) while he slaughtered Kong after 

Kong. This is believed to be the reason why most wildlife from here out are hostile toward 

Kongs. 

 

- Major species were rendered extinct in his path of destruction, such as the large birds known as 

Rocs whose eggs he smashed personally, or gigantic armored elephants who had explosive fruit 

thrown directly into their open chest cavity. DK would proudly dance on their corpses. 

 

- With the ending of the Cactus King’s life, DK was not only clearly the strongest leader, but the 

only one left alive. This would mark the beginning of his role as supreme ruler of the island. 

 

- DK befriends a large population of small, chimp-like monkeys. They are never seen again and 

are assumed to now work themselves to death with menial labor behind the scenes. It is believed 

that Diddy Kong, resembling them in chimp-ness, is instated as a liaison between DK and his 

labor force. 

 

4. Donkey Kong Country 

- The Kremlings, Led by K. Rool still, cast the first stone by attempting the biggest heist of all: 

stealing DK’s precious, and unfathomably large, banana horde in its entirety. 

 

- Diddy Kong was on guard at the time, and while DK was in the solitude of his 

throne/treehouse, the Kremlings took advantage of Diddy’s ineptitude and small size, sealing 

him in a barrel and taking all the bananas. 

 

- DK was informed of what had occurred by his now trusted advisor Cranky, and begrudgingly 

rescued Diddy from his barrel prison. 

 

- Diddy was presented with an ultimatum: Help DK return the favor with reptilian blood, or work 

in the Monkey Mines with his chimp cousins for the rest of his natural life. He had no real option 

but to play along. 

 

- Funky Kong appears to have some higher rank in the Kong hierarchy, as he willingly provides 

DK and co. with a means of transportation. 

 

- Needless to say, DK succeeded in his mission and sent the Kremlings back with just a fraction 

of the numbers they appeared in. Much innocent wildlife was happily trounced along the way as 

usual. 

 

- DK began to form plans to find out where the Kremlings came from, and press the advantage to 

subjugate their people and claim their land as his own. 



5. Donkey Kong Country 2 

- Before such a plan could be executed, the Kremlings soon returned with far more advanced 

technology and weapons than before (large aircraft carriers, firearms, various bladed weapons, 

etc). They seek to preemptively defend their own homeland from this takeover. 

 

- King K. Rool yet lived, and ambushed and kidnapped DK himself, leaving behind a note 

stating that he was to be executed in 3 days time if his Banana Horde wasn’t handed over to 

them. It is unknown why they want these bananas so badly.  

 

- DK was taken to Crocodile Isle, revealing the Kremling’s place of origin 

 

- The higher ranked Kongs elected Diddy to be the one to head the rescue mission, because they 

felt it was a win-win if he either succeed or be killed trying. Diddy’s current girlfriend, Dixie 

Kong, insisted she go with him to help prevent the clueless Kong from getting his throat slit by a 

Kremling in his sleep. 

 

- The Kongs begin encroaching on Kremling territory, as Cranky and Funky have both set up 

establishments on Crocodile Isle providing their usual advice and transportation services, 

respectively. 

 

- Cranky Kong’s wife, Wrinkly Kong, has also established educational institutions all over the 

island. She, however, seems to prefer peace to war. 

 

- We are also introduced to what appears to be the son of Bluster Kong from days of old, Swanky 

Kong (due to heavy resemblance and the only two male Kongs with black hair). Swanky is some 

form of con man and in charge of whatever resembles an economy for the lands DK rules over. 

He charges banana coins as entry fee to unwinnable contests, which he trades to 3
rd

 party 

organizations for bananas. It is unknown what the coin to banana exchange rate is, but DK does 

not care as he cannot eat the coins regardless.  

 

- A renegade Kremling known as Klubba can be spotted all over the island. Hired by K. Rool to 

keep the Kongs away from his most important secrets, through insubordination, greed, and 

boredom he can be swayed with coin. 

 

- K. Rool is once again beaten into a pulp, and many Kremlings casualties were counted. The 

survivors scattered to the winds and Crocodile Isle was now considered Kong territory. 

 

- DK grants Dixie equal rank as Diddy in exchange for her assistance in his rescue. Really, this is 

just a nice way of saying that he owns her for life. 

 

- Funky Kong recovers large quantities of Kremling technology from their weapons and vehicles 

for unknown purposes. 

 

 

 

 



6. Donkey Kong Country 3 

- Months following these events DK requests that he and Diddy meet in private to discuss 

important matters, and the two to an exotic area off the coast of Kongo Bongo Island known as 

the Northern Kremisphere.  

 

- The Kongs seem to have control of this area as well, but do not observe it particularly closely. 

 

- Neither of them ever returned, which led Dixie to investigate 

 

- She meets Wrinkly there and discovers her true intentions. Wrinkly Kong actually commands a 

flock of banana birds, which act as spies and carrier birds for the Kongs. Dixie is instructed to 

return any she may find so that they may learn new information. 

 

- Funky reveals that he was able to reverse engineer the Kremling aircrafts from before into some 

seafaring vehicles and suggests that Dixie take her musclebound infant cousin, Kiddie Kong as 

backup. 

 

- It is soon discovered that a rogue faction of Kremling survivors lead by a robotic master known 

as KAOS are responsible for the missing Kongs. 

 

- It is revealed that a race of bears make their home in the Northern Kremisphere and provide 

various serviced in exchange for the local currency, Bear Coins. These bears are very on edge by 

having Kongs present in their region, and it is believed that the Kongs have oppressed them for 

years similar to the Gestapo of Nazi Germany. 

 

- As per usual, almost everything that posed an obstacle to the Kongs, Kremling or otherwise, 

was brutally beat down. 

 

- It was revealed that KAOS was in fact K. Rool in a labcoat. He escaped a swift death, but the 

number of Kremlings has severely dwindled following his eventual defeat. 

 

7. Donkey Kong 64 

- During the time of the DKC cartoon, fellow Kongs Chunky, Lanky, and a then-infant Tiny left 

the island on a pilgrimage to see what their world truly had to offer. 

 

- They now return, in shock at what their former friend DK had “accomplished” in their time 

away. Out of fear of being labeled as traitors, they assimilate themselves into the rank and file 

and regrettably obey their new tyrant’s orders. 

 

- K. Rool, having gone mad with grief from leading so many fellow Kremlings into the simian 

meat grinder, suddenly shows up in a massive, laser equipped warship with the intent to blast 

Kongo Bongo Island into smithereens. 

 

- His overzealousness causes him to crash his ship into the island, and his weapon malfunctions. 

He orders his minions to steal DK’s bananas again as well as capture Diddy, Tiny, Chunky, and 

Lanky as a diversion to get the laser up and running again. 



 

- Cranky Kong has begun to delve into a bit of genetic engineering, and presents DK (and the 

rest of the Kongs when rescued) elixers that augment them in ways no mere primate could have 

dreamed of. 

 

- Wrinkly Kong has passed away and is now a ghost. She haunts the island still providing hints 

and tips much like she did in life, but it is still rather unsettling. Due to the Kongs not having a 

priest among their ranks she may never be exorcized. Believed to have been killed when the 

Kremlings encroached on the island following their warship’s collision. 

 

- DK meets a giant Kremling known as K. Lumsy, who disobeyed K. Rool’s orders to destroy 

the Kong’s home. DK agrees to free him in order to use his power for his own gains. 

 

- Funky Kong has finally been able to reverse engineer the recovered Kremling guns from 

months beforehand and provides the Kongs with firearms of their own. It is at this point assumed 

that Funky is essentially DK’s right hand man and 2
nd

 in command. 

 

- Candy Kong finally makes herself useful and provides the Kongs with high-frequency sonic 

devices disguised as normal musical instruments. These weapons emit a decibel level that could 

shake the earth. 

 

- K. Rool’s weapon is eventually dismantled, and he is defeated in a bizarre 1v5 boxing match. 

He escapes with his life but the remaining number of living Kremlings is now pushing extinction 

levels.  

 

 

8. DK: King of Swing 

- The details of this time are unclear, but it is the final appearance of King K. Rool and his 

Kremling survivors. DK is presumed to have finally killed them personally for their crimes 

against his regime. 

 

9. Donkey Kong Country Returns 

- A volcanic eruption on Kongo Bongo Island awakens its original inhabitants, a race of living 

tikis.  

 

- These tikis hypnotize the wildlife into stealing DK’s banana horde, but fail to warp the mind of 

DK and are responded to with immediate violence and do not survive more than 24 hours. 

 

- Aside from Diddy and Cranky, Kongo Bongo Island is completely devoid of Kongs. It is 

possible that by this point all but his most loyal subjects have abandoned him, but it is currently 

unclear. 

 

 

 

 

 



The following are difficult to categorize but important facts that do not fit in this timeline: 

 

- The animals DK frequently employs the help of are in fact slaves, and merely the 

strongest nature had to offer. They are release from their claustrophobic crates only when 

needed 

 

- At one point DK attempted to secure a number of small Mario robots for Funky to learn 

the technology of for their own use, but he was thwarted. 

 

- Supposedly, DK is invited to the various sport outings under the pretense that he is 

representing Kongo Bongo Island. The real reason Princess Peach invites him to these 

Mushroom Kingdom sanctioned events is to appease the jungle king and deter him from 

ever invading the kingdom. The Super Smash Bros tournaments serve a similar purpose 

of sating his bloodlust temporarily and allowing him to believe he is fighting for glory. 

 

- DK participates in the large scale board game parties but only so long as he is paid in 

bananas. If not there are consequences that generally frighten the Mushroom Kingdom 

enough to comply. 

 

- DK has recently made appearances in the Video Game Championship Wrestling 

Federation (VGCW), a wrestling league consisting of the greats of video game history. 

DK's early career was marked with many surprising wins that were later revealed to be 

the result of a verboten technique called the "Glitch Bomb" which would almost 

immediately render the opponent unable to fight. This technique was even employed to 

secure the championship belt illegally before league officials cracked down on the Kong. 

DK was suspended from the league, stripped of his title, and sent back home until the 

investigation was complete and he was allowed back in. His fury post Glitch Bomb was 

just as potent, as he is remembered for nearly killing Ryo Hazuki of Shenmue fame. It is 

unknown if DK receives any sort of banana-based compensation for his participation. 

 

- Penny Arcade appears to have performed similar research as of May 31st:  

 



 

 

      

 


